Abstract. We define Deligne-Beilinson cycle maps for Lichtenbaum cohomology H m L (X, Z(n)) and that with compact supports H m c,L (X, Z(n)) of an arbitrary complex algebraic variety X. When (m, n) = (2, 1), the homological part of our cycle map with compact supports gives a generalization of the Abel-Jacobi theorem and its projection to the Betti cohomology yields that of the Lefschetz theorem on (1, 1)-cycles for arbitrary complex algebraic varieties. In general degrees (m, n), we show that the Deligne-Beilinson cycle maps are always surjective on torsion and have torsion-free cokernels. If m ≤ 2n, the version with compact supports induces an isomorphism on torsion, and so does the one without compact supports if min{2m − 1, 2 dim X + 1} ≤ 2n. We also characterize the algebraic part of Griffiths's intermediate Jacobians with a universal property.
Introduction
Suppose X is a smooth projective complex algebraic variety. The Chow group CH r (X) of cycles of codimension r admits a cycle map cl DB to the Deligne-Beilinson cohomology H 2r DB (X, Z(r)) that is compatible with the Abel-Jacobi map AJ and the Betti cycle map cl B ([EV88, Section 7]):
Here, the homological part CH r hom (X) is by definition the kernel of cl B , J r G (X) is the r-th Griffiths intermediate Jacobian of X and Hdg r (X) is the group of Hodge r-cycles. With Bloch's construction of cycle maps for his higher Chow groups [Blo86] , this picture naturally extends to higher Chow groups of smooth projective complex varieties. With Rosenschon and Srinivas's cycle maps for Lichtenbaum cohomology defined in [RS14] , there is also an analogue for Lichtenbaum cohomology of smooth projective complex varieties. Moreover, as shown in there, Bloch's cycle maps for higher Chow groups factor through Rosenschon-Srinivas's cycle maps for Lichtenbaum cohomology.
The purpose of this article is to extend the picture (1) to Lichtenbaum cohomology of arbitrary complex varieties X, and study, in thisétale context, Abel-Jacobi maps and Betti cycle maps through DeligneBeilinson cycle maps.
Our formulation uses eh hypercohomology of [Gei06] . By Lichtenbaum cohomology H m (c),L (X, Z(n)) (resp., with compact supports), we mean the eh hypercohomology (resp., with compact supports) of the eh sheafification of the Suslin-Friedlander motivic complex Z(n)
SF (see [MVW06, Lecture 16] ). The Deligne-Beilinson cohomology H m (c),DB (X, Z(n)) (resp., with compact supports) means eh hypercohomology (resp., with compact supports) of the eh sheafification of a certain complex of Zariski sheaves defined in [Bei84, (1.6.5)] (see Definition 3.4).
We construct the following analogue of the diagram (1) for an arbitrary complex algebraic variety X (the diagram (22)): 
tor . With this theorem in hand, we give an algebraic construction of the "algebraic part" of Griffiths's intermediate Jacobians by a universal property. This construction works over any algebraically closed field.
Here is an outline of the paper. In Section 2, we give a detailed proof of theétale descent for DeligneBeilinson cohomology and other cohomology theories of our interest. In Section 3, we prove the eh descent for these cohomologies. This enables us to define Deligne-Beilinson cohomology (with compact supports) for arbitrary complex algebraic varieties. After checking that our generalization behaves well with respect to mixed Hodge structures in a certain sense in Section 4, we proceed to define Deligne-Beilinson cycle maps for Lichtenbaum cohomology (with compact supports) of arbitrary complex varieties in Section 5. At this point, our versions of the Abel-Jacobi theorem and the Lefschetz theorem for singular varieties follow immediately. In Section 6, we study the torsion part of the Deligne-Beilinson cycle maps, and as a corollary, we characterize the "algebraic part" of Griffiths intermediate Jacobians by a universal property in Section 7.
Convention. Schemes are assumed to be separated and of finite type over the field C of complex numbers. The category of all schemes (resp., all smooth schemes) is denoted by Sch/C (resp., Sm/C).
For an arbitrary scheme X and integers m and n (n ≥ 0), Lichtenbaum cohomology and Lichtenbaum cohomology with compact supports mean: Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Thomas Geisser and Shane Kelly for helpful conversations and suggestions.
Preliminaries: Deligne-Beilinson cohomology
We give a detailed proof of theétale descent property of Deligne-Beilinson cohomology while organizing relevant topics (contained in [Bei84, EV88] ) for our purpose. We call a smooth compactification of a smooth scheme a good compactification if the boundary divisor is strict normal crossing.
Definition 2.1 ( [Bei84, EV88] .). Let X be a smooth scheme (over C), and let X j ֒→X be a good compactification with the boundary divisor Z. The Deligne-Beilinson cohomology of X is defined as analytic hypercohomology
] is a complex of analytic sheaves onX. Here, Z(n) is the constant sheaf of value (2πi) n Z, Ω
• X is the de Rham complex of holomorphic forms on X and Ω
•≥n X
(log Z) is the brutal truncation of the complex of meromorphic differential forms onX with at most logarithmic poles along Z. The maps ǫ and ι are the canonical ones.
As the notation suggests, Definition 2.1 is independent of the choice of the good compactificationX ([EV88, Lemma 2.8]). We may actually express the Deligne-Beilinson cohomology of a smooth scheme X as hypercohomology of X itself with coefficients in a complex of sheaves on the big Zariski site Sm/C Zar . Here is Beilinson's construction of such a complex.
Consider the category Π of good compactifications whose objects are good compactifications j : T ֒→T (T is any smooth scheme) and morphisms are commutative diagrams
We would like to define a suitable notion of analytic sheaves on Π. We start by defining an analytic sheaf on a good compactification j : T ֒→T as a pair of analytic sheaves F on T andF onT together with a sheaf morphism φ :F −→ j * F . The analytic sheaves on good compactification j : T ֒→T form the category Sh an (T , T ) with morphisms pairs (f :F −→F ′ , f : F −→ F ′ ) of maps of analytic sheaves that make the diagram
The category Sh an (T , T ) has enough injectives. Indeed, ifī :F ֒→Ī and i : F ֒→ I are imbeddings into injective sheaves, the map
is an imbedding into an injective object in
Note that these descriptions are still valid even whenF and F are replaced with complexes of sheavesF 
are quasi-isomorphisms. A collection of analytic sheaves {(FT , F T , φ j )} j:T ֒→T on j : T ֒→T together with a morphism f ♯ :
♯ and id ♯ = id is called an analytic sheaf on Π. The category of analytic sheaves on Π is written as Sh an (Π). Since analytic sheaves have functorial Godement injective imbeddings, the imbedding (2) can be chosen functorially with respect to the morphisms of Π. Thus, Sh an (Π) has enough injectives. Now, let τ ∈ {triv, Zar, N is,ét} (triv stands for the trivial topology) and consider the functor σ τ :
where the colimit is taken over all good compactifications of T and ΓT ,T is the left exact functor ΓT ,T (FT ,
Since the colimit is taken over a directed system and sheafification is an exact functor, σ τ is left exact. Deriving it, we obtain
It is important for us that, given a complex of sheaves {(F
, there is always a canonical map of presheaves
T ֒→T )). Note that, by definition, the question whether the map (6) is an isomorphism for all m is a question if the restriction of the complex of presheaves Rσ triv ({(F
It is convenient to have the following lemma.
Proof. It is enough to observe the identity for injective sheaves of the form {(ĪT ⊕ j * I T , I T , pr 2 )} j:T ֒→T , whereĪT (resp., I T ) is an injective sheaf onT (resp., T ) because every sheaf in Sh an (Π) can be imbedded into an injective sheaf of this form.
Here is a list of complexes of sheaves of our concern in this article.
(
(a is an arbitrary positive integer).
In (v) and (vi), Z(n) := 2nπZ and Z/a denote the constant analytic sheaves. We write the respective images of these complexes under the functor Rσ τ :
Proposition 2.3. In D + (Sh τ (Sm/C)), there are distinguished triangles:
−→,
where a is a positive integer.
Proof. It is immediate from Lemma 2.2. , B(n) triv , and B(Z/a) triv satisfy etale descent on any X ∈ Sm/C; and for τ ∈ {Zar, N is,ét}, the map (6) is identified respectively with
n signifies the n-th Hodge filtration.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of [HS15, Theorem 2.8(vi)]. Let us start with (ii), (v) and (vi). Let cl denote the topology on Sm/C generated by surjective families of local isomorphisms. It is a finer topology than any of the τ -topologies [Art73, (4.0)]. Suppose F • is a complex of sheaves on (Sm/C) an and we write its restriction to T ∈ Sm/C as F • is an injective resolution of F • in Sh cl (Sm/C). Since an injective resolution in Sh cl (Π) is still an injective resolution in Sh an (Π) (note that any cl-cover has a refinement by an analytic cover) by the explicit description (4) of injective resolutions in Sh an (Π), we have
where I
• on the right hand side is regarded as a complex of τ -sheaves. The isomorphisms (ii), (v) and (vi) are now clear. For example, for (ii), choose an injective resolution
• is still a complex of injective sheaves when restricted to the τ -site, both left and right sides of (ii) is the cohomology of I
• (X). For the remaining (i), (iii) and (iv), (i) and (iv) follow from (iii) and the already proven (ii), (v) and (vi). Let us explain how (iv) follows. For any smooth scheme X, the distinguished triangle (7) in D + (Sh τ (Sm/C)) and the map (6) give rise to the commutative diagram with exact rows
by the independence of the Hodge filtration from the choice of a good compactification ([Del71, Théorme 3.2.5]). Moreover, since the canonical map
. Now, (iv) follows from (ii) and (iii) by the 5-lemma applied to the above diagram. The isomorphism (i) can also be obtained from (iv) and (v) by a similar argument with the triangle (8).
Let us now prove (iii), or that the complex DR ≥n triv of presheaves, when restricted to the small τ -site on each X ∈ Sm/C, satisfies τ -descent. Recall the following criteria:
• Zariski descent holds if for every U, V ∈ X Zar , the square
• Nisnevich descent holds if, for any Nisnevich distinguished square
• Etale descent holds if in addition to the condition for Nisnevich descent, given any finite Galois cover V −→ U with a group G in Xé t , the induced chain map DR (logŪ \ U ), which is of rational coefficients.) Obviously, we only need to check the conditions for Nisnevich distinguished squares and finite Galois covers. Since the cohomology of the complex DR ≥n triv (S) of global sections over any scheme S ∈ Sm/C is nothing but colim
•≥n S (logS \ S)) and this group canonically injects into H * dR (S, C) ([Del74, Scholie 8.1.9 (v)]) with the image F n H * dR (S, C), the condition for Nisnevich distinguished squares boils down to the exactness of the complex
−→ · · · and the condition for finite Galois covers to the isomorphism
But, both of these follow from the strict compatibility of morphisms of mixed Hodge structures ([Del71, Théorème 2.3.5 (iii)]) because we know, for example by (ii), that the complex
G is an isomorphism.
eh descent for Deligne-Beilinson cohomology
We extend the definition of Deligne-Beilinson cohomology H m DB (X, Z(n)) (Definition 2.1) to arbitrary (complex) schemes and also define its compactly supported version. This is done by interpreting DeligneBeilinson cohomology as eh hypercohomology. We shall see that our generalization behaves reasonably with respect to the Hodge structure of Betti cohomology (see Proposition 3.6 and Section 4).
Let τ ∈ {cdh, eh}. By cdh or eh sheafification, we always mean the composition of the functors
where t signifies the Grothendieck topology obtained by restricting the τ -topology on Sch/k to Sm/k. The second functor is the left adjoint to the forgetful functor Sh τ (Sch/k) −→ Sh t (Sm/k); it is an equivalence of categories because resolution of singularities assures that any scheme has a smooth τ -cover ([FV00, proof of Lemma 3.6]). Theorem 3.1. Let F be a bounded below complex ofétale sheaves on Sm/C. Suppose that for any abstract blow-up square
in Sm/C, there is a long exact sequence
is an isomorphism for all m. A similar statement holds for the Nisnevich and cdh topologies as well.
Proof. We prove the theorem for the eh topology. The proof for the cdh topology is verbatim.
Let
where o is the forgetful functor. We need to show that H í et (X, C • ) vanishes for all smooth schemes X and i ∈ Z. Suppose it is not true and there is some X and i for which the cohomology group H í et (X, C
• ) is non-trivial. First choose the smallest such integer i when X varies all smooth schemes, and then choose X of the smallest dimension for which H í et (X, C
• ) is non-trivial. Let u be a non-zero element of this group.
It follows from the definition that the eh sheafification of C • is acyclic. Hence, the eh sheafification of the presheaf that sends
• ) is trivial. This means that there is some eh cover T −→ X such that the image of u under the homomorphism
where b is a series of blow-ups along smooth centers and f is anétale cover. We claim that the image of
We may obviously assume that the map b consists of a single blow-up, say
Let F −→ I
• and F eh −→ J • be injective resolutions in the respective topoi. Then, since Ro * F eh = J
• is still a complex of injective sheaves in theétale topology, the canonical map
The abstract blow-up triangle for eh cohomology and theétale cohomology of F and the change of sites give the distinguished triangles in the first and the second rows in the diagram:
[+1] / / By the octahedral axiom, the bottom row is also a distinguished triangle. Since the global section of K
• calculates theétale hypercohomology of C • , we obtain the long exact sequence
By our choice of i and X, the cohomology groups of Z and Z ′ of degree less than or equal to i vanish. Therefore, the map
is injective. Hence, the image u
is non-zero. Now, consider the spectral sequence
By our choice of i, E p,q 1
• ) is injective, which means that the image of u ′ is non-zero. This is a contradiction because b • f : U −→ X factors through the eh cover T −→ X on which u vanishes. 
are isomorphisms for any X ∈ Sm/C.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, it suffices to observe that Deligne-Beilinson, de Rham, Hodge filtration and Betti cohomologies have abstract blow-up sequences for smooth schemes. All these follow from the abstract blowup sequence for Betti cohomology, strict compatibility of morphisms of mixed Hodge structures ([Del71, Théorème 2.3.5 (iii)]) and Proposition 2.3.
Corollary 3.3. For τ ∈ {cdh, eh} and any X ∈ Sch/C, there are canonical isomorphisms
Proof. Let us prove (ii) for τ = N is. The other cases are similar.
Let X • −→ X be a smooth proper cdh hypercover. Let I
• be an injective resolution of Ω • in Sh cl (Sm/C). Then, as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we have DR cdh = I
• cdh . Thus, we have a sequence of isomorphisms
The isomorphism (a) holds because I
• is still a complex of injective sheaves when regarded in the Nisnevich topology, and (b) is due to Deligne's cohomological descent.
With Theorem 3.1, we can extend Definition 2.1.
Definition 3.4. The Deligne-Beilinson cohomology (resp., that without compact supports) of an arbitrary scheme X ∈ Sch/C is defined as
where the eh hypercohomology (resp., with compact supports) on the right hand side is as defined in [Gei06, Section 3].
Remark 3.5. The use of eh hypercohomology instead of cdh is simply a matter of choice. Indeed, Corollary 3.2 gives an isomorphism between the spectral sequences
The equivalence of cdh and eh definitions for cohomology with compact supports follows from the proper case because both cdh and eh hypercohomologies with compact supports have localization sequences compatible under the change of topologies.
Deligne-Beilinson cohomology is related to Hodge filtrations and integral Betti cohomology by long exact sequences.
Proposition 3.6. For an arbitrary scheme X over C, there are long exact sequences
Proof. Taking the eh hypercohomology with or without compact supports of the eh sheafification of the distinguished triangle (8) in Proposition 2.3
we obtain the long exact sequence Let us deal with the isomorphism for integral Betti cohomology with compact supports first. Let B(n) eh −→ I
• be an injective resolution in Sh eh (Sch/C). Then, the isomorphism Z c (X) eh ∼ = cone(Z(Z) eh −→ Z(X) eh ) of eh sheaves (see [FV00, Corollary 3.9]) induces the isomorphism
Since I • (X) and I • (Z) respectively calculate Betti cohomology ofX and Z by Corollary 3.3 (ii), the right hand side is isomorphic to H 
• and DR eh −→ K • are injective resolutions in Sh eh (Sch/C). We shall also write the Godement (injective) resolution of an analytic sheaf F as Gd
The maps a and b are the canonical ones induced by the map (5). (Recall that DR ≥n eh (resp., DR eh ) is the eh sheafification of the complex of presheaves Sm/C ∋ U → colim 
T otGd
• Ω
•≥n U (logŪ \ U )(Ū ) (resp., U → Gd
• Ω • (U )).) By the eh descent proved in Corollary 3.2, the maps a and b are isomorphisms. Now, the injectivity of f and the desired property of its image follow because the map g is injective by [Del74, Scholie 8.1.9 (v)] and its image in H 
Proof. By Proposition 3.6, we have exact sequences (14) and (15) hold because the maximal weight of H m c,B (X, C) (resp., H m B (X, C)) is m (resp., h).
Deligne-Beilinson cycle maps
In this section, we construct a cycle map from Suslin-Friedlander's motivic complex Z(n)
SF to the DeligneBeilinson complex DB(n) Zar . Taking the eh sheafification, we obtain Deligne-Beilinson cycle maps for Lichtenbaum cohomology with and without compact supports of arbitrary schemes over C. By Lichtenbaum cohomology (resp., with compact supports) for singular schemes, we mean the eh-hypercohomology (resp., with compact supports) of the Suslin-Friedlander motivic complex. We follow Bloch's method in [Blo86] but carries out his construction at the level of sheaves; this method has appeared, for example, in [GL01] . We work in the derived category of Zariski sheaves on the big Zariski site Sm/C Zar .
Recall that Suslin-Friedlander's motivic complex Z(n)
] is a complex of Zariski (evenétale) sheaves quasi-isomorphic to Voevodsky's motivic complex on the big Zariski site over any perfect field ([MVW06, Theorem 16.7]). For us, it is important that Z(n) SF can be regarded as a subcomplex of Bloch's cycle complex. More precisely, the inclusion of cycles is compatible with face maps; thus it induces a chain map i :
for any scheme X ([MVW06, Lemma 19.4]). The advantage of the Suslin-Friedlander's complex over Bloch's is that the former is defined on a big site whereas the latter is not (it does not have enough contravariant functoriality). Hence, the eh-sheafification process applies only to the former. Now, suppose X is a smooth scheme over C and W is a codimension n cycle on X. Choose a smooth compactificationX and the closure suppW of suppW inX. Let c D (suppW ) ∈ H 2n DB,suppW (X, Z(n)) be the fundamental class defined in [EV88, 7.1]. The class c
Lemma 5.1. The class c DB (W ) ∈ H 2n DB,suppW (X, Z(n)) does not depend on the compactificationX.
we obtain the maps of complexes of presheaves on Sm/C : (18)
Furthermore, the homotopy invariance of the Deligne-Beilinson cohomology implies that the following two maps are quasi-isomorphisms:
here the first arrow is the inclusion of Γ(U ×A n , K s ) to the (0, s)-th direct summand Γ(U ×A n ×∆ 0 , K s ) of the total complex and the second is induced by the projection U × A n −→ U. Since these two quasi-isomorphisms are contravariant in U, they give maps of complexes of Zariski sheaves on Sm/C.
Combining the diagrams (18) and (19), we obtain the maps of presheaves on Sm/C 
Proof. This follows from the construction of c DB (n) and [MVW06, Theorem 19.8, Proposition 19.12].
By eh sheafification, c DB (n) induces the map
Definition 5.4. Let X be an arbitrary scheme over C. The Deligne-Beilinson cycle map for Lichtenbaum cohomology (resp., with compact supports)
is the map induced by taking the eh hypercohomology (resp., with compact supports) of c DB eh (n).
The same construction applied to the Betti cycle class-note that Betti cohomology also has weak purity and A 1 -homotopy invariance-gives the morphism
Taking the eh hypercohomology, we define Betti cycle maps for Lichtenbaum cohomology (with compact supports)
By construction and the definition of the Deligne-Beilinson cycle map (it is defined by lifting Betti fundamental classes; see [EV88, (7.1)]), there is a commutative diagram DB eh of complexes of eh sheaves in the derived category. Thus, taking a compactification of X and arguing with localization sequences and the 5-lemma, we can see that it is enough to prove that the cycle map
is an isomorphism for any proper scheme S over C if i = 1 or 2.
Let S • −→ S be a smooth proper cdh hypercover of S and consider the maps of spectral sequences
where the top vertical maps are induced by the change of topologies (same as in (i) except for the indexing) and the bottom ones by the composition of c 
1 of the E 1 -terms are isomorphisms for q ≤ 2. Indeed, it is trivial if q = 0. For q = 1 or 2, since S p is smooth and proper, the claim is equivalent to that Bloch's cycle maps CH 1 (S p , 2 − q) −→ H q DB (S p , Z(1)) are isomorphisms for q = 1 and 2. If q = 1, we may assume that S p = Spec C because the structure morphism of any smooth proper connected scheme induces isomorphisms of both higher Chow group CH 1 (−, 1) and Deligne-Beilinson cohomology H 1 DB (−, Z(1)). In this case, the cycle map is indeed an isomorphism
The case for q = 2 follows from the Abel-Jacobi theorem and the Lefschetz theorem for smooth proper schemes by the diagram (1). Now, as we have seen in the proof for (i), the first map
1 is also an isomorphism if q ≤ 2. Therefore, we conclude that
is an isomorphism for any proper S if i = 1 or 2.
Torsion part of cycle maps
We prove that the cycle map cl
) is an isomorphism on torsion for an arbitrary scheme X if m ≤ 2n (resp., min{2m − 1, 2 dim X + 1} ≤ 2n). See [RS14, Proposition 5.1] for the case of smooth projective schemes but with a different construction of a cycle map.
By the commutativity of the diagram (21), we have a map of distinguished triangles for any positive integer a
/ / with the bottom triangle being the one in (9).
Lemma 6.1. Theétale sheafification of the composition of the far right vertical arrows in the diagram (23)
Proof. Let 
This gives rise to
is a quasi-isomorphism by [GL01, Theorem 1.5], F is also a quasiisomorphism.
Remark 6.2 (Interlude; cf. [Gei17, Section 3]). For any scheme X over C, the homological part H m (c),L,hom (X, Z(n)) is the subgroup of all divisible elements of H m (c),L (X, Z(n)). Indeed, the homological part is nothing but the kernel of the canonical map
is an isomorphism on torsion if m ≤ 2n (resp., min{2m − 1, 2 dim X + 1} ≤ 2n). In these ranges, if X is connected, the Jacobians J m,n (c) (X) are generalized complex tori.
Proof. The first part of (i) is immediate from Theorem 6.5 (ii) and (iii). The second part of (i) is already explained in the paragraph right after Definition 4.1.
For (ii), taking the cokernels of the vertical arrows in the diagram (22), we obtain the exact sequence 
Griffiths intermediate Jacobians revisited
To finish this paper, we would like to reconsider Griffiths intermediate Jacobians from the viewpoint of Lichtenbaum cohomology. With Theorem 6.5, we may characterize the "algebraic part" of Griffiths intermediate Jacobians by a universal property. In the rest of this paper, we assume that X is smooth, proper and connected.
Samuel [Sam58] introduced regular homomorphisms to relate the algebraic part CH r alg (X) := {z ∈ CH r (X)|z is algebraically equivalent to 0} of the Chow group CH r (X) of X over an arbitrary algebraically closed field k with abelian varieties over the same base field k. It is known that, regardless of the base field, there is a universal regular homomorphism if the codimension r is 1 or dim X ([ibid.] ), but the existence is unknown in other codimensions. However, over the field of complex numbers, we have Abel-Jacobi maps AJ ' ' P P P P P P P P P P P Alg r L,X (C)
∃! h by the universality J r G (X) alg The map h is surjective by the commutativity and also injective on torsion because AJ 2r,r is injective on torsion by Theorem 6.5 (ii) and Φ r L,X is surjective on torsion by the construction. Since h is induced by a morphism of abelian varieties, it is an isomorphism.
